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Abstract
We study the question of fair clustering under the disparate impact doctrine, where each protected
class must have approximately equal representation in every cluster. We formulate the fair clustering
problem under both the k-center and the k-median objectives, and show that even with two protected
classes the problem is challenging, as the optimum solution can violate common conventions—for instance
a point may no longer be assigned to its nearest cluster center!
En route we introduce the concept of fairlets, which are minimal sets that satisfy fair representation
while approximately preserving the clustering objective. We show that any fair clustering problem can be
decomposed into first finding good fairlets, and then using existing machinery for traditional clustering
algorithms. While finding good fairlets can be NP-hard, we proceed to obtain efficient approximation
algorithms based on minimum cost flow.
We empirically demonstrate the price of fairness by comparing the value of fair clustering on realworld datasets with sensitive attributes.
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Introduction

From self driving cars, to smart thermostats, and digital assistants, machine learning is behind many of the
technologies we use and rely on every day. Machine learning is also increasingly used to aid with decision
making—in awarding home loans or in sentencing recommendations in courts of law [KLL+ 17]. While the
learning algorithms are not inherently biased, or unfair, the algorithms may pick up and amplify biases
already present in the training data that is available to them. Thus a recent line of work has emerged on
designing fair algorithms.
The first challenge is to formally define the concept of fairness, and indeed recent work shows that some
natural conditions for fairness cannot be achieved together [KMR17, CPF+ 17]. In our work we follow the
notion of disparate impact as articulated by [FFM+ 15], following the Griggs v. Duke Power Co. US Supreme
Court case. Informally, the doctrine codifies the notion that not only should protected attributes, such as
race and gender, not be explicitly used in making decisions, but even after the decisions are made they
should not be disproportionately different for applicants in different protected classes. In other words, if an
unprotected feature, for example, height, is closely correlated with a protected feature, such as gender, then
decisions made based on height may still be unfair, as they can be used to effectively discriminate based on
gender.
While much of the previous work deals with supervised learning, in this work we consider the most
common unsupervised learning problem, that of clustering. In modern machine learning systems, clustering
is often used for feature engineering, for instance augmenting each example in the dataset with the id of the
cluster it belongs to in an effort to bring expressive power to simple learning methods. In this way we want
to make sure that the features that are generated are fair themselves. As in standard clustering literature,
we are given a set of points X lying in some metric space, and our goal is to find a partition of X into k
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Figure 1: A colorblind k-center clustering algorithm would group points a, b, c into one cluster, and x, y, z into a
second cluster, with centers at a and z respectively. A fair clustering algorithm, on the other hand, would give a
partition indicated by the dashed line. Observe that in this case a point is no longer assigned to its nearest cluster
center. For example x is assigned to a even though z is closer.
different clusters, optimizing a particular objective function. We assume that the coordinates of each point
x ∈ X are unprotected; however each point also has a color, which identifies its protected class. We study
the two color case, where each point is either red or blue, and show that even this simple version has a lot
of underlying complexity. The notion of disparate impact and fair representation then translates to that of
color balance in each cluster. We formalize this view and define a fair clustering objective that incorporates
both fair representation and the traditional clustering cost; see Section 2 for exact definitions.
A clustering algorithm that is colorblind, and thus does not take a protected attribute into its decision
making, may still result in very unfair clusterings; see Figure 1. This means that we must explicitly use the
protected attribute to find a fair solution. Moreover, this implies that a fair clustering solution could be
strictly worse (with respect to an objective function) than a colorblind solution. The ratio of the objective
function value between fair and colorblind solutions define an explicit cost of fairness.
Finally, the example in Figure 1 also shows the main technical hurdle in looking for fair clusterings.
Unlike the classical formulation where every point is assigned to its nearest cluster center, this may no
longer be the case. Indeed, a fair clustering is defined not just by the position of the centers, but also by an
assignment function that assigns a cluster label to each input.
Our contributions. In this work we show how to reduce the problem of fair clustering to that of classical
clustering via a pre-processing step that ensures that any resulting solution will be fair. In this way, our
approach is similar to that of [ZWS+ 13], although we formulate the first step as an explicit combinatorial
problem, and show approximation guarantees that translate to approximation guarantees on the optimal
solution. Specifically we:
(i) Define fair variants of classical clustering problems such as k-center and k-median;
(ii) Define the concepts of fairlets and fairlet decompositions, which encapsulate minimal fair sets;
(iii) Show that any fair clustering problem can be reduced to first finding a fairlet decomposition, and then
using the classical (not necessarily fair) clustering algorithm;
(iv) Develop approximation algorithms for finding fair decompositions for a large range of fairness values,
and complement these results with NP-hardness; and
(v) Empirically quantify the price of fairness, i.e., the ratio of the cost of traditional clustering to the cost
of fair clustering.
Related work. Data clustering is a classic problem in unsupervised learning that takes on many forms,
from partition clustering, to soft clustering, hierarchical clustering, spectral clustering, among many others.
See, for example, the books by [AR13, XW09] for an extensive list of problems and algorithms. In this work,
we focus our attention on the k-center and k-median problems. Both of these problems are NP-hard but
have known efficient approximation
algorithms. The state of the art approaches give a 2-approximation for
√
k-center [Gon85] and a (1 + 3 + )-approximation for k-median [LS13].
Unlike clustering, the exploration of fairness in machine learning is relatively nascent. There are two
broad lines of work. The first is in codifying what it means for an algorithm to be fair. See for example the
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work on statistical parity [LRT11, KAS11], disparate impact [FFM+ 15], and individual fairness [DHP+ 12].
More recent work by [CPF+ 17] and [KMR17] also shows that some of the desired properties of fairness may
be incompatible with each other.
A second line of work takes a specific notion of fairness and looks for algorithms that achieve fair outcomes.
Here the focus has largely been on supervised [LRT11, HPS16] and online [JKMR16] learning. The direction
that is most similar to our work is that of learning intermediate representations that are guaranteed to
be fair, see for example the work by [ZWS+ 13] and [KAS11]. However, unlike their work, we give strong
guarantees on the relationship between the quality of the fairlet representation, and the quality of any fair
clustering solution.
In this paper we use the notion of fairness known as disparate impact and introduced by [FFM+ 15]. This
notion is also closely related to the p%-rule as a measure for fairness. The p%-rule is a generalization of
the 80%-rule advocated by US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission [Bid06] and used in a recent
paper on mechanism for fair classification [ZVGRG17]. In particular our paper address an open question
of [ZVGRG17] presenting a framework to solve an unsupervised learning task respecting the p%-rule.
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Preliminaries

Let X be a set of points in a metric space equipped with a distance function d : X 2 → R≥0 . For an integer
k, let [k] denote the set {1, . . . , k}. Missing proofs are deferred to the full version of the paper.
We first recall standard concepts in clustering. A k-clustering C is a partition of X into k disjoint subsets,
C1 , . . . , Ck , called clusters. We can evaluate the quality of a clustering C with different objective functions.
In the k-center problem, the goal is to minimize
φ(X, C) = max min max d(x, c),
C∈C c∈C x∈C

and in the k-median problem, the goal is to minimize
X
X
ψ(X, C) =
min
d(x, c).
C∈C

c∈C

x∈C

A clustering C can be equivalently described via an assignment function α : X → [k]; the points in cluster
Ci are simply the pre-image of i under α, i.e., Ci = {x ∈ X | α(x) = i}.
Throughout this paper we assume that each point in X is colored either red or blue; let χ : X →
{red, blue} denote the color of a point. For a subset Y ⊆ X and for c ∈ {red, blue}, let c(Y ) = {x ∈
X | χ(x) = c} and let #c(Y ) = |c(Y )|.
We first define a natural notion of balance.
Definition 1 (Balance). For a subset ∅ 6= Y ⊆ X, the balance of Y is defined as:


#red(Y ) #blue(Y )
,
∈ [0, 1].
balance(Y ) = min
#blue(Y ) #red(Y )
The balance of a clustering C is defined as:
balance(C) = min balance(C).
C∈C

A subset with an equal number of red and blue points has balance 1 (perfectly balanced) and a monochromatic subset has balance 0 (fully unbalanced). To gain more intuition about the notion of balance, we
investigate some basic properties that follow from its definition.
Lemma 2 (Combination). Let Y, Y 0 ⊆ X be disjoint. If C is a clustering of Y and C 0 is a clustering of Y 0 ,
then balance(C ∪ C 0 ) ≤ min(balance(C), balance(C 0 )).
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It is easy to see that for any clustering C of X, we have balance(C) ≤ balance(X). In particular, if X
is not perfectly balanced, then no clustering of X can be perfectly balanced. We next show an interesting
converse, relating the balance of X to the balance of a well-chosen clustering.
Lemma 3. Let balance(X) = b/r for some integers 1 ≤ b ≤ r and let the great common divisor between b
and r be 1. Then there exists a clustering Y = {Y1 , . . . , Ym } of X such that (i) |Y | ≤ b + r for each Y ∈ Y,
i.e., each cluster is small, and (ii) balance(Y) = b/r = balance(X).
Fairness and fairlets. Balance encapsulates a specific notion of fairness, where a clustering with a
monochromatic cluster (i.e., fully unbalanced) is considered unfair. We call the clustering Y as described in
Lemma 3 a (b, r)-fairlet decomposition of X and call each cluster Y ∈ Y a fairlet.
Equipped with the notion of balance, we now revisit the clustering objectives defined earlier. The
objectives do not consider the color of the points, so they can lead to solutions with monochromatic clusters.
We now extend them to incorporate fairness.
Definition 4 ((t, k)-fair clustering problems). In the (t, k)-fair center (resp., (t, k)-fair median) problem, the
goal is to partition X into C such that |C| = k, balance(C) ≥ t, and φ(X, C) (resp. ψ(X, C)) is minimized.
Traditional formulations of k-center and k-median eschew the notion of an assignment function. Instead
it is implicit through a set {c1 , . . . , ck } of centers, where each point assigned to its nearest center, i.e.,
α(x) = arg mini∈[1,k] d(x, ci ). Without fairness as an issue, they are equivalent formulations; however, with
fairness, we need an explicit assignment function (see Figure 1).
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Fairlet decomposition and fair clustering

At first glance, the fair version of a clustering problem appears harder than its vanilla counterpart. In this
section we prove, interestingly, a reduction from the former to the latter. We do this by first clustering
the original points into small clusters preserving the balance, and then applying vanilla clustering on these
smaller clusters instead of on the original points.
As noted earlier, there are different ways to partition the input to obtain a fairlet decomposition. We
will show next that the choice of the partition directly impacts the approximation guarantees of the final
clustering algorithm.
Before proving our reduction we need to introduce some additional notation. Let Y = {Y1 , . . . , Ym } be a
fairlet decomposition. For each cluster Yj , we designate an arbitrary point yj ∈ Yj as its center. Then for a
point x, we let β : X → [1, m] denote the index of the fairlet to which it is mapped. We are now ready to
define the cost of a fairlet decomposition
Definition 5 (Fairlet decomposition cost). For a fairlet decomposition, we define its k-median cost as
P
x∈X d(x, β(x)), and its k-center cost as maxx∈X d(x, β(x)). We say that a (b, r)-fairlet decomposition is
optimal if it has minimum cost among all (b, r)-fairlet decompositions.
Since (X, d) is a metric, we have from the triangle inequality that for any other point c ∈ X,
d(x, c) ≤ d(x, yβ(x) ) + d(yβ(x) , c).
Now suppose that we aim to obtain a (t, k)-fair clustering of the original points X. (As we observed
earlier, necessarily t ≤ balance(X).) To solve the problem we can cluster instead the centers of each fairlet,
i.e., the set {y1 , . . . , ym } = Y , into k clusters. In this way we obtain a set of centers {c1 , . . . , ck } and an
assignment function αY : Y → [k].
We can then define the overall assignment function as α(x) = αY (yβ(x) ) and denote the clustering induced
by α as Cα . From the definition of Y and the property of fairlets and balance, we get that balance(Cα ) = t.
We now need to bound its cost. Let Ỹ be a multiset, where each yi appears |Yi | number of times.
Lemma 6. ψ(X, Cα ) = ψ(X, Y) + ψ(Ỹ , Cα ) and φ(X, Cα ) = φ(X, Y) + φ(Ỹ , Cα ).
4

Therefore in both cases we can reduce the fair clustering problem to the problem of finding a good fairlet
decomposition and then solving the vanilla clustering problem on the centers of the fairlets. We refer to
ψ(X, Y) and φ(X, Y) as the k-median and k-center costs of the fairlet decomposition.
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Algorithms

In the previous section we presented a reduction from the fair clustering problem to the regular counterpart.
In this section we use it to design efficient algorithms for fair clustering.
We first focus on the k-center objective and show in Section 4.3 how to adapt the reasoning to solve
the k-median objective. We begin with the most natural case in which we require the clusters to be perfectly balanced, and give efficient algorithms for the (1, k)-fair center problem. Then we analyze the more
challenging (t, k)-fair center problem for t < 1. Let B = blue(X), R = red(X).

4.1

Fair k-center warmup: (1, 1)-fairlets

Suppose balance(X) = 1, i.e., (|R| = |B|) and we wish to find a perfectly balanced clustering. We now show
how we can obtain it using a good (1, 1)-fairlet decomposition.
Lemma 7. An optimal (1, 1)-fairlet decomposition for k-center can be found in polynomial time.
Proof. To find the best decomposition, we first relate this question to a graph covering problem. Consider a
bipartite graph G = (B ∪ R, E) where we create an edge E = (bi , rj ) with weight wij = d(ri , bj ) between any
bichromatic pair of nodes. In this case a decomposition into fairlets corresponds to some perfect matching
in the graph. Each edge in the matching represents a fairlet, Yi . Let Y = {Yi } be the set of edges in the
matching.
Observe that the k-center cost φ(X, Y) is exactly the cost of the maximum weight edge in the matching,
therefore our goal is to find a perfect matching that minimizes the weight of the maximum edge. This can
be done by defining a threshold graph Gτ that has the same nodes as G but only those edges of weight at
most τ . We then look for the minimum τ where the corresponding graph has a perfect matching, which can
be done by iterating through all of the O(n2 ) values.
Finally, for each fairlet (edge) Yi we can arbitrarily set one of the two nodes as the center, yi .
Since any fair solution to the clustering problem induces a set of minimal fairlets (as described in Lemma
3), the cost of the fairlet decomposition found is at most the cost of the clustering solution.
Lemma 8. Let Y be the partition found above, and let φ∗1 be the cost of the optimal (1, k)-fair center
clustering. Then φ(X, Y) ≤ φ∗1 .
This along with the tight 2-approximation algorithm for k-center [Gon85] gives us the following.
Theorem 9. The algorithm that first finds fairlets and then clusters them is a 3-approximation for the
(1, k)-fair center problem.

4.2

Fair k-center: (1, t0 )-fairlets

Now, suppose that instead we look for a clustering with balance t 1. In this section we assume t = 1/t0
for some integer t0 > 1. We show how to extend the intuition in the matching construction above to find
approximately optimal (1, t0 )-fairlet decompositions for integral t0 > 1.
In this case, we transform the problem into a minimum cost flow (MCF) problem.1 We defer the details
of the construction to the full version of the paper, but note that the construction is simple and efficient to
implement.
1 Given a graph with edges costs and capacities, a source, a sink, the goal is to push a given amount of flow from source to
sink, respecting flow conservation at nodes, capacity constraints on the edges, at the least possible cost.
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Figure 2: Empirical performance of the classical and fair clustering center algorithms on the three datasets.
The cost of each solution is on left axis, and its balance on the right axis.
Lemma 10. By reducing the (1, t0 )-fairlet decomposition problem to an MCF problem, it is possible to
compute a 2-approximation for the optimal (1, t0 )-fairlet decomposition for the (1/t0 , k)-fair center problem.
Note that the cost of a (1, t0 )-fairlet decomposition is necessarily smaller than the cost of a (1/t0 , k)-fair
clustering. Therefore:
Theorem 11. The algorithm that first finds fairlets and then clusters them is a 4-approximation for the
(1/t0 , k)-fair center problem for any positive integer t0 .

4.3

Fair k-median

The results in the previous section can be modified to yield results for the (t, k)-fair median problem.
√
Theorem 12. The algorithm that first finds fairlets and then clusters them is a (t0 +1+ 3+)-approximation
for the (1/t0 , k)-fair median problem for any positive integer t0 .

4.4

Hardness

We complement our algorithmic results with discussion of computational hardness for fair clustering. We
show that the question of finding a good fairlet decomposition is itself computationally hard. Thus, ensuring
fairness causes hardness, regardless of the underlying clustering objective.
Theorem 13. For each fixed t0 ≥ 3, finding an optimal (1, t0 )-fairlet decomposition is NP-hard. Also, finding
the minimum cost (1/t0 , k)-fair median clustering is NP-hard.
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Experiments

In this section we illustrate our algorithm by performing experiments on real data. The goal of our experiments is two-fold: first, we show that traditional algorithms for k-center tend to produce unfair clusters;
second, we show that by using our algorithms one can obtain clusters that respect the fairness guarantees.
We show that in the latter case, the cost of the solution tends to converge to the cost of the fairlet decomposition, which serves as a lower bound on the cost of the optimal solution. While we present the results for
k-center, those for k-median are qualitatively similar.
Datasets. We consider 3 datasets from the UCI repository [Lic13] for experimentation. In each we chose
numeric attributes to represent points in Euclidean space.
Diabetes. This datasetrepresents the outcomes of patients pertaining to diabetes. We chose gender as
the sensitive dimension.We subsampled the dataset to 1000 records.
Bank. This datasetcontains one record for each phone call in a marketing campaign ran by a Portuguese
banking institution [MCR14]). We aim to cluster to balance married and not married clients. We subsampled
the dataset to 1000 records.
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Census. This datasetcontains the census records extracted from the 1994 US census [Koh96]. We aim to
cluster the dataset so to balance gender. We subsampled the dataset to 600 records.
Algorithms. We implement the flow-based fairlet decomposition algorithm as described in Section 4. To
solve the k-center problem we augment it with the greedy furthest point algorithm due to [Gon85], which is
known to obtain a 2-approximation.
Results. Figure 2 shows the results for k-center for the three datasets. In all of the cases, we run with
t0 = 2, that is we aim for balance of at least 0.5 in each cluster.
Observe that the balance of the solutions produced by the classical algorithms is very low, and in all
three cases, the balance is 0 for larger values of k, meaning that the optimal solution has monochromatic
clusters; moreover left unchecked, the balance in all datasets keeps decreasing with increased k.
On the other hand the fair clustering solutions maintain a balanced solution even as k increases. Not
surprisingly, the balance comes with a corresponding increase in cost, and the fair solutions are costlier than
their unfair counterparts. In each plot we also show the cost of the fairlet decomposition, which represents
the limit of the cost of the fair clustering; in all of the scenarios the overall cost of the clustering converges
to the cost of the fairlet decomposition.
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